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The mini-workshop was organized by Wolfgang Ha kbus h, Leipzig. There were 16 parti ipants, of whi h 13 held one talk and one gave two talks. The main topi was the
onstru tion of algorithms and stru tures to redu e the omplexity and storage amount for
the representation and arithmeti s of dense matri es that arise in BEM and FEM.

1 The abstra ts in hronologi al order
Lars Grasedy k: Arithmeti s of H-Matri es
The (hierar hi al) partitioning of an n  n-matrix M an be used as a method to identify
subblo ks M jb of the matrix, that allow an (approximate) low rank representation. On e
the hierar hi al stru ture is xed, one an de ne (approximate) arithmeti s within the set
of these so- alled H-matri es.
It turns out that under rather simple assumptions (sparsity and near-idempoten y) the
storage requirements as well as the omplexity for the H-matrix operations
 matrix times ve tor
 matrix plus matrix
 matrix times matrix
 inversion of a matrix
are almost linear, that is proportional to nlog(n) , where  2 f1; 2; 3g. The addition and
multipli ation an be performed as the bestapproximation of the exa t result within the
set of H-matri es with respe t to the frobeniusnorm.
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Mi hael Lintner: Solution of the 2D wave equation with hierar hi al matri es
The 2D wave equation is dis retized with linear nite elements and the exponential Gauts hi
method. The resulting three-term-re ursion for the dis rete solution yields a restri tion
of the time step by the spatial mesh size like the CFL- ondition in the ase of expli it
methods. This is due to the fa t that some sine-like matrix fun tions within the Gauts hi
algorithm are no longer representable by hierar hi al matri es for large enough step size,
whi h is probably aused by the nearly equal distribution of their eigenvalues for that ase.

Mirjam Kohl, Sergej Rjasanow: Simultaneous multifrequen y analysis for the
Helmholtz equation
In this talk a new numeri al method for the multifrequen y analysis for the Helmholtz
equation is introdu ed.
We onsider the 3D exterior Diri hlet boundary value problem (BVP) for the Helmholtz
equation:
 u(x) + 2 u(x) = f (x) ; x 2  R 3 ;
u(x) = g (x) ; x 2 = 
and u(x) satis es the Sommerfeld radiation onditions.
Furthermore we assume that the wave number  is real.
The asso iated boundary integral equation (BIE) is dis retized by using the ollo ation
method.
The resulting system of linear equations depends on the wave number .
A()f () = g ()

Using the one-dimensional inverse Fourier transform with respe t to , we obtain the
following results:
 The transformed ollo ation matrix A( ) is real and has a sparse stru ture leading
O(M 2 N ) units of required memory, where M denotes the number of frequen ies and
N is the number of degrees of freedom by BEM dis retization.
 After dis retizing the resulting onvolution equation A( )  f( ) = g( ) leads to the
linear system
A = % ;
where A 2 R NM NM and has a blo k ir ulant stru ture with M sparse blo ks
orresponding to the well known ollo ation matri es Ak .
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Boris N. Khoromskij: On FE approximation to the Poin are-Steklov
operators on ompli ated (fra tal) geometries
We dis uss iterative methods of the linear-logarithmi omplexity for eÆ ient FE approximation to the Poin are-Steklov operators asso iated with 2D ellipti equations on Lips hitz
domains. The situation with more ompli ated (fra tal) geometries is of a spe ial interest.
The method is based on the hp-version of FEM using spe ial geometri mesh by re nement towards the boundary [2℄. The fast iterative solution pro ess in ludes the onstru tion of eÆ ient, spe trally lose (additive S hwarz type) pre onditioner. Pre onditioning to
the S hur- omplement matrix on the boundary (mixed or Neumann boundary onditions)
an be based either on the diagonal s aling or on the H-matrix approximation on graded
meshes [1℄. In the ase of onstant oeÆ ients, we also dis uss the h-version of the re ned
interfa e method [3℄. The onstru tion of stable extension operators in the above ontext
is also onsidered.
Further appli ations to the data-sparse approximation of ellipti resolvent and heat
semigroup will be addressed.
Finally, we present numeri al results.
Part of this talk presents joint work with Markus Melenk, MPI Leipzig.
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Ste en Borm: H2 -Matri es
The talk gives a short introdu tion to subspa es of the set of H-Matri es, namely uniform
H-Matri es and H2 -Matri es.
Uniform H-Matri es are de ned by xing spa es V for all lusters  and requiring
M jb 2 Vb := spanfa

T

j a 2 V ; 2 V g

for all admissible blo ks b =    . Only O(nk) units of storage are required to hara terize
an individual matrix in this spa e, but still O(nk log n) units are required for the bases V .
In order to a hieve linear omplexity, we require the spa es V to be nested, i.e., V j 
V for all sons  0 of a luster  . Storing only the transfer matri es between father and
sons, the omplexity for storage and matrix-ve tor multipli ation is redu ed to O(nk).
0

0
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Eugene E. Tyrtyshnikov: BEM CAN BE 1000 TIMES FASTER THAN FEM
We onsider a spe i 2.5 dimensional problem des ribed by the Maxwell equations in the
media with pie e-wise onstant isotropi ondu tivity and ompare two di erent solution
approa hes to the orresponding 2D problems arising in the ourse of evaluation of the
Fourier integrals. First, we apply FEM on the oupled through the mortar polar (in the
sour e region) and Cartesian meshes (outer region) with linear and bilinear elements. The
meshes t to the boundaries. The orresponding linear algebrai systems are solved by
the GMRES with a separable pre onditioner allowing for the iteration in a small subspa e.
Se ond, we apply BEM using the single-layer ansatz. We found that, for the y-dipole
ex itation, BEM an be more than 1000 times faster than FEM. Moreover, it is mu h
more a urate (on the test with known analyti al solution).

Stefan A. Sauter: Alternative representations of lassi al boundary integral
operators allowing heap quadrature formulae and low order panel- lustering
approximations
Alternative representation of boundary integral operators orresponding to ellipti boundary value problems are employed as a starting point for numeri al approximations as, e.g.,
Galerkin boundary elements in luding numeri al quadrature and panel- lustering. These
representations have the advantage that the integrands of the integral operators have a
redu ed singular behaviour allowing to hoose the order of the numeri al approximations
mu h lower as for the lassi al formulations.
Low order dis retizations for the single layer integral equations as well as for the lassi al
double layer potential and the hypersingular integral equation are onsidered. We will
present fully dis rete Galerkin boundary element methods where the storage amount and
the CPU-time grows only linearly with respe t to the number of unknowns.

Simon Chandler-Wilde: A Matrix Compression Te hnique for S attering by
Rough Surfa es
This is joint work with Anja Meier, Brunel. We onsider a two-dimensional s attering
problem in the perturbed half-plane D = fx = (x1 ; x2 )jx2 > f (x1 )g for some f 2 C 1;1 (R).
The total eld satis es the Helmholtz equation u + k2 u = 0 in D, u=n = ik u on
D, for some given oeÆ ient 2 L1 (D), and an appropriate radiation ondition on
the s attered eld omponent. The problem is a model of some problems of outdoor noise
propagation over ground surfa es. We solve the problem numeri ally by reformulating
it as a boundary integral equation, trun ating the boundary, and applying a Nystrom
method, based on a uniform grid on D, that is superalgebrai ally onvergent if f and
are smooth. We ompress the matrix by interpolating g (u) := H0(1) (k (s t)2 + u),
and similar terms, where u = (f (s) f (t))2 , by an interpolating polynomial of degree
 L. This leads to a representation of the matrix as a sum of produ ts of diagonal
and Toeplitz matri es. Exponential onvergen e as L ! 1 an be shown, but L >
k(sup f inf f )2 =js tj is needed before the onvergen e sets in. The ost of a matrix
ve tor multiply is O(L2 N log N ) + O(L3 N ) and the storage requirement O(LN ), so that
the method is e e tive if k(sup f inf f ) is not too large.

p
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Mario Bebendorf: EÆ ient numeri al solution of pde's using low-rank
matri es
In the last few years low-rank matri es have been su essfully applied for the solution of
linear systems arising from boundary element methods. This is done by approximating so
alled  -admissible blo ks within the system matrix by low-rank matri es. For this purpose
we present a new eÆ ient algorithm that generates a partition of the systematrix into
subblo ks having this property. To nd an approximant to a pres ribed a ura y using
only few entries from the original matrix is the se ond problem that will be addressed.
Numeri al examples show the orre tness of the a ura y and omplexity estimates.
The se ond part of the talk refers to low-rank approximation of FEM-inverses. Numerial results that ompare ompression rates for the Lapla ian and the operator div (x) grad
with a nonsmooth oeÆ ient indi ate that smoothness of oeÆ ients is not ne essary for
the fa t that these matri es an be blo kwise approximated by low-rank matri es. The
urrent status of an attempt to give reasons for this observation is presented.

Iwan Gawriljuk: Dis rete solution operators for partial di erential equations
We onsider the solving operators for paraboli (the operator exponential), ellipti (the normalized operator hyperboli sine funktion) and hyperboli (the operator osine fun tion)
partial di erential equations as operator valued fun tions with values in a Bana h spa e.
In order to get various dis retizations of these fun tions we use two kinds of onstru tive
representations of solutions of orresponding di erential equations, namely representations
based on the Cayley transform and on the Dunford-Cau hy integral. The last representation together with Sin -quadratures allows to get dis rete and parallel paraboli and ellipti
solving operators with an exponential onvergen e rate. Together with the te hnique of
H-matri es these dis retizations lead to algorithms of low omplexity.
For the hyperboli solving operator we propose three various approa hes whi h possess
various stability, onvergen e and omplexity properties.

H. Harbre ht, R. S hneider: Wavelet Based Fast Solution of BEM
Solving a boundary integral equation by the Galerkin s heme leads to a densely populated
system matrix whi h is often ill onditioned. Thus, the omputation of the solution requires
at least O(NJ2 ) operations, where NJ denotes the number of unknowns. This makes the
boundary element method unattra tive for the pra ti al usage.
In the last years fast algorithms, like the Fast Multipole Method and the Panel Clustering, have been developed to redu e the omplextity onsiderably. Another fast method
is the wavelet Galerkin s heme: one employs biorthogonal wavelet bases with vanishing
moments for the dis retization of the given boundary integral equation. The resulting system matrix is quasi sparse and an be ompressed without loss of a ura y to only O(NJ )
nonzero entries.
In this talk we present the prin iples as well as new developments of the wavelet Galerkin
s heme for boundary integral equations. We onsider the onstru tion of suitable wavelet
bases on manifolds. Besides the known a-priori ompression we introdu e an a-posteriori
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ompression. It redu es the required memory for storing the system matrix by a fa tor
2{4.
Within the wavelet Galerkin s heme, the numeri al integration of the matrix oeÆ ients
is an important and diÆ ult task. The oeÆ ients whi h orrespond to wavelets with large
supports have to be al ulated with a high pre ision. Moreover, the most integrals are
singular or nearly singular. We propose a hp-quadrature s heme whi h s ales linearly with
the number of unknowns.
Based on the well known norm equivalen es, wavelet bases o er a simple diagonal preonditioning of the system matrix. But numeri al experiments suggest that this naive
pre onditioning is not satisfa tory for the matri es arising from boundary integral operators. We provide an improved pre onditioner whi h is nearly that simple to perform.
Numeri al experiments are performed whi h orroborate the theory. The matrix ompression does not ompromise the a ura y of the Galerkin s heme. However, we save a
fa tor of storage 100{1000 and a elerate the omputing time up to a fa tor 65.

Ronald Kriemann: Parallel Algorithms for H-matri es
Although the omplexity of the arithmeti s of hierar hi al matri es (H-matri es) is linear
up to logarithmi fa tors, in pra ti e one has to deal with large onstants. Therefore
parallel algorithms for the arithmeti s are of spe ial interest.
At rst load-balan ing algorithms are introdu ed whi h are based on data or omputations. Se ondly parallel algorithms are shown for the matrix-ve tor- and matrix-matrixmultipli ation and matrix-inversion. For the matrix-matrix-multipli ation numeri al results are presented whi h show the nearly perfe t s aling one expe ts when working on
shared-memory-ar hite tures.

Markus Melenk: Panel lustering in the modelling of ferromagneti materials
The magneti response of a ferromagneti material an be assessed from minimizers of
suitable energy fun tionals. In the so- alled \no-ex hange energy" model, the energy fun tional onsists of the anisotropy energy, the energy due to an applied magneti eld, and
the magnetostati energy. Computationally, this magnetostati ontribution B (m; m) of a
magnetization m to the total energy is the most expensive part as it represents long-range
intera tions. For an eÆ ient evaluation of B (m; m) in numeri al s hemes, we apply the
panel- lustering te hnique by splitting the bilinear form B into a near- eld part Bnear and
a far- eld part Bfar . For standard dis retizations, e.g., by pie ewise onstant magnetizations m, the near- eld part Bnear orresponds to a sparse matrix; we show that the entries
of the near eld matrix an be omputed with standard te hniques from boundary element
methods. The far- eld part Bfar is approximated by suitable low-rank matri es, and we
give error estimates for these approximations. This panel lustering te hnique allows for
the evaluation of B (m; m) with almost linear omplexity.
The results presented are from joint work with W. Ha kbus h.
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Maike Lohndorf: A short introdu tion in libbem
libbem is an obje t oriented designed liobrary for solving problems arising in boundary
element methods. The talk gives an overview of the fundamental lass on ept, whi h
is losely related to the mathemati al stru ture of the dis retization pro ess, and the
apabilities of the library. That are the Galerkin- and Collo ationmethod on 2D surfa es of
3D domains with pie ewise linear and pie ewise onstant ansatz fun tions on at triangles
for arbitrary kernels an panel lustering for the Lapla e- and the Helmholtzkernel using
taylor expansion.
Future work is on entrated on H2 matri es and the dis retization of Maxwells equations by standard elements.
Some omparisons to the on epts library (S hwab Group, Zueri h) are made, whi h
has the same roots as libbem, but has developed in di erent dire tions.

Lars Grasedy k: Solving the Algebrai Matrix Ri ati Equation by use of
H-Matrix-Arithmeti s

H-matri es o er the new opportunity to represent the inverse matri es to some dis retized
ellipti partial di erential operators in a data sparse format. The inversion as well as most
other matrix-operations an be performed in almost linear omplexity. For a simple linear
quadrati ontrol problem we use the matrix-sign fun tion in order to solve the resulting
algebrai matrix Ri ati equation within the set of H-matri es. This simple approa h
allows to solve the ontrol problem with omplexity O(nlog(n)3 ) ompared to the quadrati
omplexity of multigrid approa hes or ubi omplexity of the lassi al methods of dense
matri es.
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